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T H E P A R I S H O F C A R S P H A I R N 
by the late R E V . W I L F R I D R . S I E V E W R I G H T 

Name 
The name of the parish of Carsphairn is probably derived from the 
Gaelic, carse and fearna, the plain of the alder trees. 

Extent and Boundaries. The extent and boundaries have not 
changed since the time of the New Statistical Account. The parish is 
bounded on the north by the parishes of Dalmellington and New 
Cumnock; on the east by the parish of Dairy; on the south by Kells; 
and on the west and south-west by the parishes of Straiton and 
Minnlgaff. The parish of Carsphairn is almost circular. I t extends 
from the north-west to south-east about ten miles, and from the north
east to south-west about nine miles, and contains about 88 square miles. 

Agriculture 
The large estate of Craigengillan, which owned a considerable part 
of the land of Carsphairn at one time, was broken up about 1922 and 
some of the farms became the property of the occupiers. Unfortunately 
the farms in some instances are owned by farmers who reside outwith 
the parish, to the loss of the community life of the district. 

The land is hilly and in consequence it is used extensively for the 
grazing of sheep. The Forestry Commission, however, have entered the 
parish and have planted trees on the farms of Muirdrockwood, Marscal-
loch and Dundeugh. Other farm lands which reared a good class of 
sheep will shortly be planted. 

\ n interesting feature which should be noted is that, since the second 
world war, cattle now graze on the hills. In the opinion of the writer 
this change, by tearing up the grass and weeds and varying the manure, 
should do much to better the condition of the hill land and so contribute 
to the food stock of the country. Too long have sheep grazed on the 
hills, which may in some measure account for the periodic recurrence 
of certain types of disease among sheep. Subsidies granted to farmers 
should enable them to treat their lands with lime and other chemical 
manures, which should add to the growth value and the sweetening of 
the grass lands of the hills. More could certainly be done along this 
line for the benefit of grazing and agricultural prosperity, upon which 
so much depends at the present time. 

During and since the war. ploughing has been revived in the parish 
because of the necessity to produce more cattle fodder for local con
sumption. Although the extent of ploughing is small in comparison 
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with other rural parishes, there are four farms with tractors; and the 
other farms can hire tractors and implements either from the appropriate 
government department or from a tractor owner in the neighbouring 
parish of Dairy. The acreage under cultivation is unknown but should 
be in the region of 50 to 70 acres. The hills are grass fo the top but a 
considerable amount of bracken remains uncut to the detriment of hill 
grazing. 

As a result of the acquisition of large areas of land by the Forestry 
Conunission for the planting of trees, good farms are being denuded of 
sheep at a time when production of live stock is absolutely necessary 
to provide food for the people of the country; whether this is sound 
economy, time alone will tell. 

N A M E S OF F A R M S 

Farms marked 0 = Owner-occupier 
S — Inhabited by shepherd in 

employment of owner 
T = Tenant farmer 

F.C. = Forestry Commission 

s Muir of Deuch Shiel (uninhabited) 
s Brownhill S Castlemaddie 
s Waterhead Polquhanity (house let) 
s Eriff (Loch Muick) S Carminnow 
s Meadowhead T Knockgray 
s Lamford S Marbrack 
s Drumjohn S Furmiston 
o Lamloch F . C . Marscalloch 
s Woodhead F.C. Muirdrockwood 
o Brockloch S Smeaton 
T Holm of Daltollachan S Craigengillan 
T Garryhorn S Strahanna 
0 The Crofts 0 Holm of Dalquhairn 
T Carnavel S Upper Holm 
0 Bardennoch F . C . Dundeugh 

Population 
Unfortunately, as in other rural communities, there is the story of 
depopulation. Young people must find employment outside the parish; 
in consequence, the number of young people in the parish is small. 
Again, the children from the age of twelve have to travel for their 
education to Dairy Secondary School, or to Kirkcudbright Academy 
This leaving of the parish at an early age may be good educationally 
but it also engenders in the young mind an outlook which prefers the 
stir of town life to the quiet of the country, to the loss of that enthusiasm 
for things rural so necessary for the good of the country and a parish 
like Carsphairn. Twenty-five years ago Carsphairn had two teachers; 
now it has no schoolmaster, only a lady teacher with 16 pupils. The 
population of the parish at the census of 1951 was 250, a big reduction 
from the 1931 census figure of 355. 

Public Services 
Carsphairn village is fortunate in being up-to-date in every way. It has 
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a good water supply and sanitation. Electricity supplies light and power 
to all the houses except two. 

The houses and farms in the parish are well provided with a 
telephone service; and the local post office deals with money order 
business. Most houses have the wireless, and in winter when weather 
is bad and snow covers the roads to the exclusion of transport and news
papers this form of amusement and news service is a great boon and 
a blessing. 

The parish is served by two doctors, one from New Galloway and 
the other from Dalmellington. The children are examined by a school 
doctor and dentist. In general the people enjoy good health, and 
longevity is happily the rule and not the exception. 

Up to 1949 Carsphairn had the services of a policeman who resided 
in the village, but in that year, in the interests of economy and 
efficiency, the constable was withdrawn and the police station sold. 
This change may have led to an economy, but it is doubtful i f the new 
arrangements are as satisfactory or efficient. The nearest police station 
is in Dairy, ten miles distant. 

Voluntary Organisations 
Before the outbreak of the second world war Carsphairn could boast 
of -a Girl Guide company, which later ceased to exist owing to lack of 
numbers. A Women's Rural Institute is in a flourishing condition with 
a membership of over 40. Under the aegis of the Education Authority 
of the Stewartxy of Kirkcudbright, further education has played an 
important part in the life of the community; classes in drama, singing, 
country dancing, sewing and leather work have been held with profit. 
But the stringency of the times and the cost of maintenance make it 
doubtful if the provision of these classes will continue. A carpet bowl
ing club and a badminton club are strong and attract quite a number 
of the shepherds, the former more so than the latter. A public hall 
was given to Carsphairn by a visitor, Major Wright, and is of great value 
to the communal life of the parish. 

The Church 
The only church in the parish is that of the Church of Scotland. Up 
to 1930 the parish had two churches, but in that year both agreed to 
unite under the present minister. There is a Sunday school which is 
not over strong in attendance owing to the small number of children 
in the parish and the distances which must be travelled. A service and 
Sunday school are held at Stroanfreggan in the parish of Dairy; here 
more children attend the Sunday school than at Carsphairn. 

The church, erected about 1815, has undergone two major alterations. 
When first built the church was half hexagonal at the west end; later 
this was squared and a gallery erected to accommodate the miners who 
worked at the leadmines in the parish. In 1931-2 the gallery was 
removed, the ceiling raised and a chancel added to the east end; also 
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in the reconstruction scheme a vestry and vestibule were built and a pipe 
organ was installed. This scheme has greatly added to the beauty of 
the building, which is much admired by the great number of visitors 
who frequent it throughout the year. The old communion table, which 
runs up the centre of the church, was retained as a feature of the building, 
much to the satisfaction and pleasure of the inhabitants. In 1949 the 
Woman's Guild installed electric light and erected a stone font, which 
greatly enhance the dignity of the church. At the present time there 
are six elders and a Woman's Guild of 30 members. 

The glebe, which extends to about 18 acres, was until 1946 a golf 
course, but war conditions made its retention as a golf course difficult 
and expensive; in consequence, it was given up and is now farmed by 
a retired postman, who has reaped good mixed crops. 

Housing 
In general housing conditions are good. Nearly all houses in the village 
are owner-occupied. The former United Free Church was bought by 
the county council and converted into two commodious and substantial 
houses for the local roadmen. Few houses in the parish are in a state 
of disrepair and the village of Carsphairn is perhaps the tidiest and 
best kept in the county. 

Occupations 
The parish has no industry other than agriculture. Even the farrier, 
the tailor and the shoemaker have departed owing to the decline in the 
population, the introduction of the ready-made article, and the greater 
transport facilities which allow people to travel longer distances cheaply 
and shop in town. 

At one time the village had two carpenters—now there is only one; 
the parish used to boast a dry-stone dyker—now no one follows that 
occupation. Three public houses used to cater for the inhabitants—now 
there is only the Salutation Hotel; three carters brought the merchandise 
from Dalmellington—now no one follows this calling. Two merchant 
shops still look after the dwindling custom of the people, while 
co-operative and multiple store vans serve at one's door. Two fish vans 
and two butcher vans also make their rounds in the parish. 

War Memorials 
In grateful remembrance of the men who fell in the first world war a 
memorial suited to the nature of the district was erected in 1923, and 
unveiled by Colonel Wm. H . Clark Kennedy, V.C.. a native of 
Carsphairn who served with the Canadian Army. There are 13 names 
on the memorial. A brass tablet, on which there are three names, was 
placed in the church in 1946 to commemorate those who gave their 
lives in the second world war. 
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